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Abstract

We review some recent developments in the construction of integrable η- and λ-deformations

of the AdS5 × S5 superstring. We highlight their link with Poisson-Lie T-duality. Pro-

ceedings of a talk at “The String Theory Universe, 21st European String Workshop and

3rd COST MP1210 Meeting”.



1 Introduction

Integrability has been a game changer in the context of AdS/CFT over the past decade

and gives previously unfeasible calculational power. The formidable technical ma-

chinery of integrability can sometimes obscure the true message – integrability is re-

ally a statement that a physical system is simple. In holography the classic example is

that the dimensions of operators of N = 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM) can be mapped to

energy levels of an integrable spin chain [1]. That integrability emerges in this way in

a 4d gauge theory is remarkable.

One might wonder whether this integrability was just a consequence of the maxi-

mally (super)symmetric setting of N = 4 SYM. A very natural question we are led to

ask is if we can relax some of the assumptions of (super)symmetry whilst preserving

integrability? One reason for such hope is that even QCD itself exhibits some inte-

grability in certain limits [2, 3]. N = 4 SYM admits a class of marginal deformations

known as (real) β-deformations, that modify the superpotential, preserve only the

minimal amount of (conformal) supersymmetry but yet preserve integrability. From

the holographic perspective the geometry describing these β-deformations can be ob-

tained by the application of T-dualities in TsT transformations [4]. Remarkably the

string worldsheet in the β-deformed spacetime remains integrable [5].

The past two years have seen the development of two new classes of integrable de-

formations to the AdS5 × S5 superstring called η- [6, 7] and λ-deformations [8, 9]. At

first sight these deformations are even more severe than the β-deformation; they pre-

serve no supersymmetries, η-deformations preserve only some U(1) isometries and

λ-deformed spacetimes have no isometries at all. However, it has been conjectured

that the deformed theories actually realise the missing symmetries in the sense of a

quantum group. The S-matrix of the η and λ deformed AdS5 × S5 superstring is ex-

pected to be the unique quantum group deformed S-matrix [10] with the quantum

group parameter real in the case of η-deformations [7] and a root of unity in the case

of λ [9].

These deformations provide a new angle on the rich interplay of holography, in-
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tegrability and T-duality. We will see that though we derive the η and λ deformed

theories two very different ways, they are related by a combination of analytic con-

tinuation and generalised T-dualities. The type of T-duality involved is known as a

Poisson-Lie T-duality [11] and provides a notion of T-duality in a target space without

isometries.

In this short talk (and proceedings) working with the entire AdS5 × S5 superstring

in a super-coset formulation would be rather unedifying so for pedagogical purpose

we illustrate the developments in a simpler scenario. For the η-deformation we will

consider a deformation of the Principal Chiral Model (PCM) of bosonic strings on a

group space first introduced by Klimcik [12] by the name of Yang-Baxter deforma-

tions. For the λ-deformation we will deform a bosonic Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW)

model as in [8].

2 η-Deformed Principal Chiral Model

Let us begin with a toy model; the PCM on the three-sphere. This is a theory of maps

g : Σ → SU(2) with an action,

SPCM[g] =
κ2

4π

∫

Σ

d2σTr
(

g−1∂+gg−1∂−g
)

. (2.1)

Bosonic PCMs such as this are not conformal but can appear as a subsector of a full

string theory. Moreover, they are interesting in their own right since, as asymptotically

free two-dimensional QFTs, they serve as good toy models to understand features of

QCD.

The case at hand, Eq. (2.1), possesses a global SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry and its

dynamics are classically integrable; the equations of motions and Bianchi identities

for the currents, Ja = TrTag−1dg, can be written as a flatness condition for a Lax

connection,

L(z) =
1

1 − z2
J +

z

1 − z2
⋆ J , dL − L ∧ L = 0 . (2.2)

From this Lax connection an ∞ tower of non-local conserved charges can be generated

from T(z) = P exp
∫

dσLσ.

It has been known since the work of Cherednik [13] that this theory admits an
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integrable deformation,

SC[g] =
κ2

4π

∫

Σ

d2σTr
(

g−1∂+gg−1∂−g
)

+ CJ3
+ J3

− . (2.3)

This action defines a non-linear σ-model into a squashed three-sphere target space

and whilst still integrable, the global symmetries are broken down to SU(2)L ×U(1)R.

What is rather amazing [14] is that the broken symmetry is recovered from the non-

local charges in the form of a semi-classical realisation of the quantum group Uq(sl2)

which begins with,

{Q+
R , Q−

R}P.B. = −i
qQ3

R − q−Q3
R

q − q−1
, q = exp

( √
C

1 + C

)

. (2.4)

This idea can be generalised to the PCM on arbitrary groups, G, following the

work of Klimcik [12]. A central rôle is played by a R-matrix that solves a modified

Yang-Baxter equation,

[RA,RB] −R([RA, B] + [A,RB]) = [A, B] , (2.5)

which should hold for all A, B ∈ g and where the modification is the presence of the

term on the right hand side. For compact bosonic groups such a solution is unique

e.g. for the case of su(2) one has R : (σ1, σ2, σ3) 7→ (−σ2, σ1, 0). Armed with this we

defined the η-deformed PCM [12],

Sη [g] =
1

2πt

∫

Σ

d2σTr

(

g−1∂+g,
1

1 − ηR g−1∂−g

)

. (2.6)

This theory is integrable and its Lax connection can be explicitly written down. As

with the SU(2) example above the global GR action is broken but is recovered through

the Poisson algebra of non-local charges as a quantum group Uq(g) with q = exp(ηtπ)

[6].

The work of Delduc et al extends this construction to first accommodate symmetric

cosets [6] and eventually semi-symmetric spaces (i.e. super-cosets) [7] and in particu-

lar to the PSU(2, 2|4) case relevant for the AdS5 ×S5 superstring. To gain some flavour

for the (AdS5 × S5)η deformed spacetime we note that the isometries are broken down

to a U(1)6 and that supersymmetry is not preserved.
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Based on the semi-classical quantum group symmetries of this theory it is conjec-

tured [7] that this provides a Lagrangian description for the quantum group deforma-

tion of the AdS5 × S5 S-matrix [10] in the case where the quantum group parameter

is real. A substantial piece of evidence in support of this has been the perturbative

matching in the large tension limit [15].

There remain a few important unresolved issues the most pressing of which is

to establish more firmly the status of the η-deformed PSU(2, 2|4) superstring as a

true CFT. As a first step one would like to show that the metric of the (AdS5 × S5)η

deformed spacetime can be embedded into a full type IIB supergravity background.

However attempts in this direction have thus far been somewhat inconclusive and

indeed rather puzzling [16, 17].

Note Added: Recently further considerations of the supergravity interpretation have

been provided in [30] in which it is suggested that "background" of the η-model is not

a type IIB supergravity solution however the 2d worldsheet is UV finite and scale

invariant. Surprisingly, the background does solve some rather natural modified su-

pergravity equations. The meaning of this, and whether the η-model really defines a

critical string theory is a focus of current efforts.

3 λ-Deformed WZW Model

Now we turn to what will at first seem like a completely different construction making

use of an idea introduced by Sfetsos [8]. This simple recipe to construct integrable

models goes as follows:

1. Double– First we shall double the degrees of freedom by combining two inte-

grable theories namely the PCM with radius κ as defined in Eq. (2.1) and the

WZW model at level k.

2. Gauge– To reduce back to the original number of degrees of freedom we gauge

the GL action in the PCM and the anomaly free diagonal action of G in the WZW

with a common gauge field. Though the gauge fields are non-propagating in

two-dimensions this ties the two integrable systems together.
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3. Fix– We now make a gauge fixing choice such that all that is left of the gauged

PCM is a quadratic term in the gauge fields.

4. Integrate Out– Now the gauge fields can be integrated out to result in a defor-

mation of the WZW model.

This procedure, which somewhat resembles a Buscher T-dualisation, defines the λ-

deformed theory with action,

Sλ[g] = SWZW[g] +
k

2π

∫

Tr

(

g−1∂+g,
1

λ−1 − Adg
∂−gg−1

)

, (3.1)

where the parameter λ measures the ratio of the PCM radius to WZW level,

λ =
k

κ2 + k
. (3.2)

The result remains integrable!

To understand this λ-deformed model let us first consider the limit of λ → 0 which

yields a deformation of a WZW model by a marginally relevant current bilinear,

Sλ|λ→0 ≈ kSWZW +
k

π

∫

λJa
+ Ja

− +O(λ2) . (3.3)

On the other hand upon taking the limit λ → 1 (which must be done with some

care) one finds that the gauged WZW model degenerates into a Lagrange multiplier

enforcing a flat connection. Then integration out of gauge fields is now exactly the

T-duality Buscher procedure applied to a non-Abelian group of isometries. So in this

limit–as was shown in [8]–we recover the non-Abelian T-dual of the PCM,

Sλ|λ→1 ≈ 1

π

∫

∂+Xa(δab + fab
cXc)

−1∂−Xb +O(k−1) . (3.4)

This result was my initial interest in the subject; one can think that the λ-deformation

gives some sort of ‘regularised’ version of non-Abelian T-duality.

It was rather quickly realised how to generalise this λ-deformations to symmetric

cosets [18] and semi-symmetric super-cosets (for which this gauging procedure gives

the correct bosonic sector but needs some amendment in the fermionic directions) [9].

For the case based on the PSU(2, 2|4) super-coset, it was conjectured [9] that like η, this

λ-deformation also provides a Lagrangian realisation of a quantum group deformed
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S-matrix but with the parameter q this time a root unity q = ei π
k . Indeed, this is

supported by the underlying structure of non-local charges in these models [19], [20].

As with the case of η deformations we should like to understand if these theories

are conformal (at least at one-loop). The first observation is that the for a compact

group the λ deformation is a marginally relevant operator however for a non-compact

group one has a marginally irrelevant operator. Thus if we combine a λ deformation

for a compact group with that of a non-compact group one has some hope that the two

may provide equally and opposite cancelling contributions to the dilaton β-function.

This was show in [21] for some low dimensional examples. Further it was shown that

these λ-deformations can be given embeddings as complete ten-dimensional type IIB

supergravity solutions for cases relevant to AdS3 × S3 × T4 [21] and AdS5 × S5 [22].

In this approach a simple form for the RR sector fields is “boot-strapped” from just

knowledge of the bosonic NS sector using techniques developed for non-Abelian T-

duality in [23]. A more direct approach is to compute from first principles the one-loop

β function for the coupling λ. This was done for the bosonic case in [24] and for the

supercoset case in [25]. In fact the answer is very simple,

µ
dλ

dµ
=

c2(G)

k
λ , (3.5)

where we note c2(G), the quadratic Casimir in the adjoint, vanishes for PSU(2, 2|4).

A further recent line of development in this direction has been the construction

of multi-parameter integrable λ-deformations [26] in which λ entering into the action

Eq. (3.1) is promoted to a matrix λab.

4 The η-λ connection

Now lets put η and λ together. Though their Lagrangian construction is quite different

they are actually closely related via a generalisation of T-duality called Poisson-Lie

(PL) T-duality introduced in [11] and used in the present context in [26–29].

To explain this remember that the η-deformations broke the GR symmetry. So the

corresponding currents Ja–which are dressed versions of the Maurer-Cartan forms–

are no-longer conserved. However the algebraic structure is very delicate and means
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that these currents obey a modified conservation law of the form,

d ⋆ Ja = f̃ bc
aJb ∧ Jc . (4.1)

If the right-hand side was zero, we could simply perform T-duality by gauging

these currents. It turns out even with this non-zero right hand side there is still a

notion of a T-dual introduced in the late 1990’s by Klimcik and Severa [11]. What

makes it work is that the f̃ are very special; they are structure constants for a second

Lie-algebra g̃ built using the Yang-Baxter R-matrix to define a bracket,

[A, B]R = [RA, B]− [A,RB] . (4.2)

Mathematically speaking, the sum g⊕ g̃ ∼= gC defines a Drinfel’d Double equipped

with an inner product given in an obvious notation by,

〈Ta, Tb〉 = 〈T̃a, T̃b〉 = 0 , 〈Ta, T̃b〉 = δb
a . (4.3)

PL T-duality is an equivalence between two σ-models,

S[g] =
1

2πt η

∫

d2σJT
+(M − Π)−1 J− , g ∈ g ,

S̃[g̃] =
1

2πt η

∫

d2σ J̃T
+(M−1 − Π̃)−1 J̃− , g̃ ∈ g̃ .

where M can be an arbitrary constant matrix and the group theoretic matrix Π is

defined via,

aa
b = 〈g−1Tag, T̃b〉 , bab = 〈g−1T̃ag, T̃b〉 , Π = bTa , (4.4)

with similar for Π̃.

The λ-deformation takes exactly the form of the first of these PL dual pairs with the

identification M = η−1 −R and hence can be T-dualised in this fashion. This is not

quite the λ-theory; it needs to be supplemented by analytic continuation of some of the

Euler angles defining the group element and also a relation between the deformation
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parameters1 and tensions of the models,

η → i(1 − λ)

(1 + λ)
, t → (1 + λ)

k(1 − λ)
. (4.5)

Doing the combination of PL duality, analytic continutations and applying this rela-

tion maps exactly the η theory of Eq. (2.6) to the λ theory of Eq. (3.1). Notice that

acting on the parameter q we have,

q = eηtπ ↔ q = e
iπ
k , (4.6)

showing indeed q real gets mapped to q root unity.

5 Outlook

To summarise, we’ve seen two exciting new classes of integrable models, the η and

the λ deformations. They are connected by generalised T-dualities. Their symmetries

include quantum groups for the case of q a real and q a root unity respectively. These

approaches extend to superstrings in AdS5 × S5 and are opening a new window onto

integrable deformations in the AdS/CFT conjecture.

There are many nice angles still to study:

• What are the implications of Poisson-Lie duality for Double Field Theory?

• Are these true consistent CFTs?

• Can this be extended to new scenarios e.g. AdS4 × CP3?

• Most important; and most difficult; what are the implications and interpretation

of this the on gauge theory side?

1In comparison to other instances in the literature one needs to take some care, here we have inher-
ited definitions of λ and η that are most natural from bosonic σ-model point of view but in the context
of superstrings different definitions λs and ηs are more natural and sometimes used. These are related

by λ = λ2
s and η = 2ηs

1−η2
s
.
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